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There are two camps in treating pain. The tissue-based camp of treatment providers treat the 
tissues alone believing that there must be something biomedically wrong with the tissues; if 
they can only mobilize, zap or anesthetize the right tissues, they will be able to change the pain. 
When the right tissues cannot be found to achieve this goal, these practitioners then medicate 
people to numb the pain and teach people pain management approaches to help them cope 
with the pain (and the side effects of the medication).  There is no real hope given to cure their 
persistent pain problem.  In fact, in 2015, at a University-based Medical Pain Clinic in Canada, 
one of my patients was recently told that all you can expect from treatment in persistent pain is 
that you can be 30% less bad (not better) and that you should never expect that your pain will 
go away.  You will have to learn to live with it. 
 
The psychology-based camp believes that chronic pain is anchored in the psychosocial piece and 
we just have to get patients to think differently or behave differently so that their pain will 
change.  They believe that their pain is psychosomatic; I hate this term- either ALL pain is 
psychosomatic or NO pain is psychosomatic.  Patients never consciously create pain for 
themselves; it is not in their heads.  Even if our thoughts and beliefs are skewed, just changing 
those factors alone without changing the health of the tissues is unlikely to get a good result in 
persistent pain either.  CBT or ACT alone, although helpful, is not any more successful in 
research studies for treating persistent pain than tissue based treatments. 
 
What if we treat the whole person- their unhealthy tissues, and their thoughts, beliefs, fears and 
tendencies to over-emphasize the importance of their problem? This biopsychosocial approach 
needs to happen AFTER we educate patients about pain biology, so that they truly understand 
how their pain system has become hijacked, and how they can claim it back gain. The goal of 
treatment is to find the BIO-PSYCHO-SOCIAL drivers or threats that are causing the nervous 
system to stay sensitized and in a hyper-protective mode.  No blame is shifted to the patient 
since the nervous system has structurally changed and adapted to create this pain state.  
Neuroplasticity means that we have the capability of changing the nervous system in both 
directions- for better and worse. Don’t forget that the brain is an organ too.  It is plastic, and it 
can change.  Treatment of the body to address tension and weakness will help to change the 
inputs to the nervous system and should not be ignored; however, the framework of the tissue-
based treatment needs to be accurate with an emphasis on self-efficacy, which is a well-
supported tenant in persistent pain research.  The brain needs to be understood at a deep level 
by both the patient and the practitioner so that it can be targeted appropriately for change.  The 
brain can change, and so can the body’s tissues. 
 
The problem has been that the psychological camp forgets the physical piece, and the 
biomedical camp forgets the psychological piece and they both forget the importance of having 
an accurate understanding of how the pain system works. Within a biopsychosocial framework 
using pain biology education as the glue, we can develop meaningful changes to the nervous 
system, allowing it to do its job of protecting us from “actual” harm immediately, and quieting 
down the system that is over-protecting us from “potential” harm 24/7.  This sensitized nervous 
system is a huge contributor to persistent pain, and it can change.  Give your patient hope that 
they can be well again. 

 


